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Activate Cell  Phone 
Indicator LEDs While 
Preserving Standby Time
By Jon Kraft

Cell phone manufacturers are increasingly pressed to provide 
status LEDs that can alert users to messages waiting, impending 
calendar appointments, and other notifications while the phone is 
in standby; indeed, several recent handset releases have received 
negative reviews for not having a notification LED. At the same 
time, users are demanding longer standby times from their phones. 
This pair of seemingly simple issues presents a surprisingly difficult 
dilemma to manufacturers: how can they power notification LEDs 
while keeping total standby consumption low?

Indicator LEDs are typically powered from a power-management 
IC (PMIC) or other small processor. This is satisfactory when the 
phone is awake, but the processor must keep track of the timing 
to automatically enable and disable each LED, even in sleep 
mode. Powering the entire PMIC for this function can add several 
milliamperes to the standby current draw. Table 1 provides an 
example of data and calculations showing that the average power 
consumption is dominated by the off-time quiescent current drain.

Table 1. Current Drain and Power Consumption with 
7.5-s-Off/300-ms-On Blink Pattern, 10-mA LED Current, 
and 3.7-V Input

Power 
Management

Iq,  
Off 

Iq,  
On

Iq, 
Average

Power 
Consumption

Standard PMIC 5 mA 15 mA 5.39 mA 19.9 mW

ADP8866 300 μA 11 mA 710 μA 2.6 mW

Lossless 0 μA 10 mA 385 μA 1.4 mW

The ADP8866 LED driver, uniquely configured to deal with 
this challenge, is easily programmed to execute autonomous 
lighting programs on up to four indicator LEDs, with each LED 
having an off-time range from 100 ms to 25.2 seconds. When an 
autonomous lighting program is executing and the LEDs are off, 
the total IC current consumption is reduced to less than 300 μA. 
Also, since the ADP8866 controls all of the timing, the LEDs 
remain perfectly synchronized, even for complex or long-duration 
patterns. Consider the following two examples:

Example 1: Color Mixing Indicator LEDs
A mobile handset requires seven LEDs for its backlight display 
and two LEDs for indication. Due to cost and mechanical 
requirements, the handset manufacturer uses a red/green (RG) 
LED to implement eff icient standby notif ication of three 
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conditions: message waiting, low battery, and calendar appointment. 
For each of the three conditions a unique color is assigned to the 
LED: red, green, and yellow (red + green).

The ADP8866 offers an ideal solution to this common scenario, as 
shown in Figure 1. Seven of its nine LED channels illuminate the 
display; the red and green signals to the RG LED are controlled by 
the remaining two channels to generate the blink pattern shown 
in Figure 2.
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Figure 1. The ADP8866 is set up to control backlight 
illumination and indicator LEDs.

The evaluation board for the ADP8866 includes a graphical 
programming utility, shown in Figure 3; its I2C registers are set 
to perform the indicator blinking.

The register settings shown in Figure 3 produce a 10-mA red 
(Sink 8) pulse for 250 ms, followed by a second 250-ms red pulse 
500 ms after the first one turns off. The second red pulse draws 
half as much current (5 mA) to provide even intensity when paired 
with the green pulse to blink yellow. The green LED (Sink 9) has 
similar settings, but its first pulse is delayed. When the second 
green pulse has turned off, the system waits 12 seconds before 
repeating. When this sequence is enabled, all three colors will 
flash in repeating succession, as shown in Figure 2. If a red or 
green indicator is required, then only the first or third pulse is 
enabled. If only red and yellow notifications are generated, then 
the red LED is enabled for the first and second pulses, while the 
green LED is enabled for only the second pulse.
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Figure 2. Red and green blinking pulse sequence with 
resulting colors.

Figure 3. ADP8866 graphical user interface for programming indicator LEDs.
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This same programming method could also be used to generate 
fun light blinking, phone-ringing notifications, and other patterns. 
The automated fade-in and fade-out feature enhances the visual 
appeal of the effect, but the extra fade times cause a slight increase 
in average power dissipation. In any condition, when all of the 
LEDs are off, the ADP8866 automatically reverts to its sleep 
state—waking up in time to start the next LED sequence.

The ADP8866 combines a backlight LED charge-pump driver with 
automatic blinking functions—enabling independent programming 
of nine LED drivers at currents up to 25 mA. Current level, 
fade time, and blink rate can be programmed once and executed 
autonomously; and separate fade-in and fade-out times can be set 
for the backlight LEDs. The two-capacitor charge pump provides 
up to 240 mA from a 2.5 V to 5.5-V supply. The robust design 
provides integrated soft start, along with short-circuit, overvoltage, 
and overtemperature protection. Samples are available in 20-lead, 
4-mm × 4-mm LFCSP (QFN) packages. Evaluation boards, 
graphical program, and documentation are also available.
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Because the red and green currents are reduced when they 
overlap, the same intensity is provided by all three indicator colors. 
Alternatively, the red and green currents can be varied to allow 
other colors in the RG spectrum to be produced. The width, off 
time, and magnitude of the pulses are fully customizable, so that 
a wide variety of effects are possible.

Example 2: High-Visibility Dynamic Indicator Displays
A portable electronic device requires a dynamic, high-visibility 
notif ication light that stands out from other background 
distractions. Once again, the ADP8866 is an ideal solution, 
as up to four of its LED channels (Sink 6 through Sink 9) can 
drive complex lighting sequences. The other five LED channels 
can be used for backlight or keypad lighting. In this example, 
Sink 6 through Sink 9 are set up to illuminate four LEDs from 
right to left, then left to right, repeating after a 10-second delay. 
The pattern is shown in Figure 4.

The fade-in time, fade-out time, and fade profile (square or cubic) 
are set for both 1st and HB (heartbeat) pulses. The DELAY 
parameter is adjustable from 0 seconds to 1.270 seconds in 10-ms 
increments. For this effect, DELAY is set to one-half of the 
fade-in time, but other delay settings could be used for different 
effects. The off time between the 1st pulse and the HB pulse is 
set by the first pulse OFF Time controls. For symmetry, these 
are set to multiples of the delay. The HB OFF Time sets the 
delay before the sequence is repeated. In this example, the wait 
time is 10 seconds, so the Sink 6 HB OFF Time is 10 seconds. 
The other three HB OFF Times are 10 seconds plus a multiple 
of the DELAY time. The register states for this sequence are 
shown in Figure 5.
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Figure 4. Four-channel dynamic indicator display.

Figure 5. ADP8866 graphical user interface for programming dynamic indicators.
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